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Editors’ Welcome
Season’s Greetings!

Welcome to Issue Six of The Bangor Literary Journal, our Winter Issue. We are delighted to
showcase a wintery selection of outstanding poetry, flash fiction, art and photography for
you. Expect the usual exceptional standard with a dusting of snow and a pinch of new year
anticipation.
We also have two exciting reviews for you to savour with links to read further or get hold of
a copy. Many thanks to Shelley Tracey for reviewing ‘Blood Horses’ a collaboration between
poet Moyra Donaldson and artist Paddy Lennon; and to Colin Dardis for reviewing Gaynor
Kane’s debut chapbook ‘Circling the Sun’.
We’ve also included everything you need to know about The Linenhall Library’s upcoming
short story competition, so check it out.
Finally, we’d like to thank Claire Loader for allowing us to use her beautiful photograph
‘Christmas At The Friary’ as our cover photo.
Grab a hot drink, sit back and enjoy.

Amy and Paul

Amy Louise Wyatt

Paul Daniel Rafferty
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Photography

Éilís Caitriona Peover

Éilís in Wonderland: Down the rabbit hole
(Lewis Carroll’s Alice In Wonderland) Photo taken at The Giant’s Lair, Newry, NI.

Biography
Éilís lives in Newtownabbey & spent a long period living in Liverpool. Her main influences
include Van Gogh & Tim Burton. Éilís creates enchanting abstract, whimsical photos that can
be emotive/ bring out the inner child. Éilís has a personal creative website:
www.ansiogtae.com & has a Facebook & Instagram page. She is also on LinkedIn.
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Poetry

Gale Acuff

Gale has had poetry published in Ascent, McNeese Review, Pennsylvania Literary Journal,
Poem, Adirondack Review, Maryland Poetry Review, Florida Review, Slant, Poem, Carolina
Quarterly, Arkansas Review, South Dakota Review, Orbis, and many other journals. He has
authored three books of poetry, all from BrickHouse Press: Buffalo Nickel, The Weight of the
World, and The Story of My Lives. Gale has taught university English courses in the
US, China, and Palestine.
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Season’s Greetings
Miss Hooker kicked me out of Sunday School
for drawing "Jesus Cottontail" in my
workbook but it wouldn't have mattered where
I'd drawn it except maybe in the Good
Book itself, because drawing such pictures
is a sin, she says, and she should know, she's
the teacher and what's really terrible,
she says, is that I drew it on Easter
Day so it's like a double-sin, Jesus
with Peter Cottontail's tail sticking out
like a powder puff pasted to His rear
end (I'm glad that I didn't say butt), so
what happened is she held me after class,
I mean that she made me stay after and
before she set me free she made me kneel
with her on the cold linoleum floor
and close my eyes, which I opened after
I peeked to see that hers were shut, and we
prayed for forgiveness--well, my forgiveness
--and then she felt better, at least she looked
younger than her 25-to-my-10,
I damn near kissed her when I was standing
and she still on her knees, that evened us
up, but instead I helped her to her
feet and then she was taller again but
now I know that sin cuts her down to size
I can't wait for Christmas. Alleluia.

by Gale Acuff
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Crush
I think Miss Hooker would be happy with
a baby for Christmas but I'm not sure
just where to find one. Where do they come from?
I'm only 10 and haven't learned the truth
but Miss Hooker's 25 so she should
know but if I ask her where to get one
I'd just be giving the surprise away.
At supper last night I asked my folks but
Father asked me why I needed to know.
Mother tried to change the subject so I
got two pieces of peach pie for dessert.
That didn't stop me but the third piece did
so I guess I failed Miss Hooker. At school,
regular school I mean, not Sunday School
which is where Miss Hooker teaches me, I
asked my teacher, Mrs. Henry, but she
told me not to worry about babies
until I'm maybe 18. I can't wait
I told her. Too bad, she said--it's the law.
I think she was deceiving me but I
didn't tell her so. Yes ma'am, I said. Then
I asked my buddies on the playground at
recess and they said I need a woman
or it won't work. She ought to be pretty
at least if we don't want a homely kid.
And you have to have money and give her
most, and a ring, and she'll want her own car.
Then you go into the bedroom and sleep
in the same bed and something happens in
the dark and that's how you have preg-nancy.
I asked them for details, the skinny, but
they just laughed and told me it's a secret.
That's why I'm asking you, I said--to learn
it. They said they each wanted a dollar.
There was four of them so that's four dollars
and I only get a quarter a week.
That means sixteen weeks I'll have to wait, way
past Christmas and, what's more, sixteen weeks is
four months. I laid out my predicament
to them but they wouldn't budge. Come back then
they said. I'm damned if I won't--better late
than never. Maybe Miss Hooker can live
with waiting for a spell. But I hope not.
by Gale Acuff
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Painting

Linda Murray

Heart Wood
Textured Acrylics

Biography
Linda graduated in Textile Design before lecturing in Art and Design at SERC. Her work
includes decorative patterns, texture and rich jewel like colours. Her aim is to convey the
continuing presence of ancient beliefs, the passage of time as seen in changing seasons, and
show glimpses of almost mythical creatures in the Irish landscape.
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Poetry

Emma Lee

Emma Lee’s recent collection is “Ghosts in the Desert” (IDP, UK 2015). “The Significance of a
Dress” is forthcoming from Arachne (UK). She co-edited “Over Land, Over Sea,” (Five Leaves,
UK, 2015), reviews for The Blue Nib, High Window Journal, The Journal, London Grip,
Sabotage Reviews and blogs at http://emmalee1.wordpress.com.
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Rabbit and Frost
A grey shape unblurs into a young rabbit
on the verge as I park my car near the office.
He nibbles at toughened grass stems
but keeps his eyes on my car until he decides
I'm no threat. He needs to eat but it's before dawn
and below freezing. The parent in me
wonders where his are and I remind myself
he's a rabbit with a lifespan of two years
who, in human terms, is probably already
a quarter of a century and no wiser.
My stillness draws out two adults who continue
the feed I interrupted. At least he's not alone.
When I move they'll return to their warren
and I'll wander through corridors to my desk.
While they sleep, I'll work until twilight
and go home around the time they'll reappear
our morning's encounter already forgotten.
My car key is cold to my touch.
by Emma Lee
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Flash Fiction

Kerry Buchanan

Kerry Buchanan is a retired vet, stable hand, carer and dreamer who wrote her first novel in
2014. Since then, she has had numerous short stories published both online and in print and
has occasionally been lucky enough to win prizes – and the competitions weren't even fixed.
She writes science fiction, fantasy, and crime.
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The Matchgirls

On another doorstep, through another freezing night, Annie cocooned her sister in the circle
of her arms.
"Wouldn't it be nice if it snowed?"
"Don't you think it's cold enough, Kitten?"
Kitty sighed. "Yes, but snow's pretty, and tomorrow's Christmas." Then her eyes
closed and her breathing deepened. In the dark, her teeth glowed the soft green of phossy
jaw. Annie's heart ached for her, but the match factory was the only work for girls in Belfast
these days.
The first snowflake settled on Annie's cheek, waking her, then soft bells jingled close
by. A tall figure bent over her, all bushy eyebrows and eyes that twinkled, wreathed with
laugh lines.
"Time to come out of the cold, child," he said, taking her into his arms.
"Not without Kitty!"
"Kitty's coming, too," he reassured her, and lifted them both into his sleigh,
wrapping them in soft, fleecy blankets. With a rush of air, they were off. Annie peeked over
the side, to see the flickering lights of Broadway disappearing far below.
*****
The shopkeeper tripped over the bodies on the step. He brushed snow off pinched
faces. Their arms were wrapped around each other, and both were smiling.

by Kerry Buchanan
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Poetry

Clare McWilliams

Clare McWilliams is a Mother, poet, spoken word artist, a playwright and an experienced
poetry and intercultural arts facilitator. She performs regularly on the festival circuit and
likes to pop up in places where poets don’t normally tread as the Belfast Beatnik. Originally
from Bangor, and shaped by the sea, she now resides in Belfast. She is currently writing,
devising and rehearsing a new show, showcasing in 2019, with thanks to funding by the Arts
Council of NI and the National Lottery.
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Winter Song
Red and blue noses litter the streets with their drip, drip, drip.
Jingle bells arrive in my ears, too soon,
goading me to celebrate.
Celebrate.
Frosty phalanges finger the receipts,
flicking furiously to find notes enough for a happy song on Christmas Day.
Blades of clean cold, wiff up my sniff. Sear my sneer.
Yesterday,
the dank oozed into my shoes and misery crept up grey, stockinged legs.
But Today...
Today, is as blue as seas I’ve never seen.
Fresh blinding sunshine, gilds green and gold rags.
It is bright and buttery with golden promise.
Red berries, fat and rosy, sit like bawdy belles on scantily dressed branches.
Bouncing bobbles bob, bob, bobbing along
pop a long lost picture of a beloved red hat with scarf ears.
My mouth corners curve, my crows feet crinkle.
I lift my twinkling face into the winter wind and celebrate.
Celebrate.
by Clare McWilliams
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Poetry

Yvonne Boyle

Yvonne Boyle has had poems published in a variety of magazines and anthologies: Literary
Miscellany, Ulster Tatler; ‘Cobalt Blue’, Dunfanaghy Writers’ Circle (2016); ‘A New Ulster.
The Hidden and the Divine: Female Voices in Ireland’ (2017); Community Arts Partnership
‘Poetry in Motion’ Anthologies ‘Matter’ and ‘Resonance’ (2017/18). She is a member of
WomenAloudNI.
She has worked as a Community Arts Partnership Artist-Facilitator in the Poetry in Motion
Schools Projects in 2017 and 2018. She had poems exhibited at the Fifth Bangor Poetry
Competition at the Blackberry Path- Art Studios (2017), included in Bangor Literary Journal
(WANI feature), Issue 2, and in ‘Spring Bride’ (Easter Edition) 2018. She had a poem
included in the Hedgehog Poetry’s 100 VapourTrail Project, 2018. She also had two
photographs ‘Dunfanaghy Bay’ and ‘Fairhead from Ballintoy’ exhibited in the Sixth Bangor
Arts Exhibition and Poetry Competition, August 2018. She is a SIAP Arts Council NI Awardee
2018/9.
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Winter Haiku

Across my square lawn
snow falls diagonally
on clumps of snowdrops.

by Yvonne Boyle
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Flash Fiction

Rob Walton

Rob ‘Ball Bearings’ Walton is a children’s chiropodist from Ohio. He breeds monks and has a
tattoo of a Full English Breakfast on his skull. His uncle was once married to Lincolnshire’s
biggest stickleback.
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A light dusting
It’s nearly my birthday. My birthday is on Boxing Day, which is moderately shitty.
There are no birthday presents, but last year’s Christmas presents need dusting.
I’m lighting a candle and blowing it out before the wax melts.
I’m carrying an unlit candle downstairs in the dark. Make of that what you want, but don’t
expect me to listen to your theories about loss and yesterday and what the future might
hold.
I’m standing on a chair on the patio shouting a Christmas cracker joke that I don’t
understand.
“No, listen, it’s a good one. I think it’s a good one.”
I’m losing it and I know I’m losing it. I get troubled by wars and famines and all that shit, but
mostly I get troubled by the Christmas presents she didn’t open because she was opening
presents with Martin.
I go inside, sit on the pine needles, hold the scissors and wait.

by Rob Walton
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Colin Dardis reviews CIRCLING THE SUN –
A chapbook by poet Gaynor Kane
published by Hedgehog Poetry Press

It perhaps says something about a publisher’s belief in one’s work when your pamphlet is
announced as the first in a new venture. This is exactly what Hedgehog Poetry Press has
done with Kane’s debut, the forerunner for its new Stickleback series of mini-chapbooks.
Within, the pamphlet itself contains only six poems, all of which had their genesis in the
reading of by one book, Alan Pelletier’s High-Flying Women: A World History of Female
Pilots. A poem in memory of Florence Klingensmith, an American aviator and pioneer,
celebrates her flash of genius, at once birdlike but also impossibly beyond birdlike with “a
vortex of continuous loops”.
The linguistics of high-flying fashion charts the development of aviation costume for
women. The history of fashion has largely been determined by men, creating “wasp-waisted
women” and tight skirts forcing their wearers to “hobble in a geisha-like gait”. In a sequence
celebrating women, it is perhaps the poem that offers the most feminist retelling:
empowering, but equally damning.
In a collection looking at women in flight, it is only natural to revel in the liberation and glory
of the act of flying itself. Winged Things delightfully imagines various types of fields, like
from above, capturing the wonder we all experience when at a window seat on a
19

commercial flight. Sky, land and wildlife are tied in a listing of animals and environments to
marvellous effect. The only jarring line is “They were not penguins frozen on ice fields”: in
marking the presence of nature, it’s an oddity to comment on the absence of something.
However, the last line rescues this, a line that could be the key summary of the pamphlet:
“They were women migrating skywards from airfields”.
Lightning celebrates the record-breaking Maude Rose Bonney, the first woman to fly solo
from Australia to England. The poem has a shaky start, burdened by such abstracts as
“beautiful and wounded, | vulnerable and fearless”. However, from there, the poem goes
on to detail a crash, and Bonney’s relationship with her Gypsy Moth aircraft (“fragile…
wooden wings, ash ribs”), which rightly, is characterised as intense, personal and the right
does of romanticism. Cleverly, the poem ends on the point of disaster, creating jeopardy
and intrigue; as the last poem in the collection, it is a fitting climax, imploring the reader to
go and discover more for themselves.

Gaynor Kane photographed
at the launch of her
chapbook ‘Circling the Sun’
at Holywood Library.

You can download Gaynor’s chapbook for free here at Hedgehog Press:
https://www.hedgehogpress.co.uk/product/stickleback-gaynor-kane-circling-the-sun-freedownload/

Many thanks to Colin Dardis, poet and facilitator, for this review. You can find out more
about Colin here: http://www.colindardispoet.co.uk/ and purchase his recent collection
here: https://store.eyewearpublishing.com/products/the-x-of-y
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Poetry

Mary R. Finnegan

Mary R. Finnegan is a writer and nurse living in Philadelphia. Her essays and poetry have
appeared, or are forthcoming, in Dead Housekeeping, PILGRIM: A Journal of Catholic
Experience, Catholic Digest, Three Drops from a Cauldron, Medical Literary Messenger,
WHYY Speakeasy, and The American Journal of Nursing.
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In The Blackthorn Winter

By March I was sharp as a thorn. You
were leaving every night, slamming doors,
not looking back when I spat your name.
Then, a bitten tongue, anger pruned,
a quiet night, sleep, a truce, an afternoon
on the edge of spring and we became
ourselves again, charmed old brambles
into a new threshold. A quickening, joy,
a blue line on a white stick. At my age, unlikely.
Still a sorrow when nature laid her claim.

by Mary R. Finnegan
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Flash Fiction

Helen Hastings

Helen Hastings is a writer from Northern Ireland. She has read her work at events
throughout Ireland, including The Dublin Book Festival, The Open House Festival, The Belfast
Book Festival and CS Lewis Festival. Helen is a member of Women Aloud NI and recently
was one of the poets involved in ‘Experimental Processes’ with Words for Castle Ward.
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Solstice
We are vulnerable, frozen to the bone and already weakened by winter’s too long promises
– but we have no choice. We must sleep in her bed.
We have gathered anyhow, to honour her, no matter how afraid we may be. There is hope
in the land, which stirs something dormant in us all.
The alter is beautiful, meticulously put together by hands that believe in the Earth; that
believe in growth, renewal and all the things that lie in wait, just a season away.
We join hands and come together. The dark pressing on the edges of the horizon, reminding
us that we are no match, that we cannot stop time, and though the circle has been cast, it
can always be broken by those who fail to stay true. My grip will tighten on yours – do not
be afraid.
We call the quarters in good faith, inviting the elements confidently. We place our
intentions, each of us staring in fear at the small candle flame that flickers wildly. It cannot
go out; we have fortified it with our truth and desires.
We stand under a dying sun, ironically feeling more alive than ever, colder still and darker as
the night takes hold; but we stand on with confidence in stars.

by Helen Hastings
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Poetry

Ross Thompson

Ross Thompson is a writer from Bangor, County Down. Recently, he was shortlisted for the
Seamus Heaney New Writing Award, placed joint runner-up in the Mairtin Crawford
Award, and read ‘The Slipping Forecast’ on the BBC for The Arts Show. He was also
commissioned by NI Screen to write a poetic sequence for the Coast To Coast project.
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Perdition
A coldness so cold it brings an amnesia
of heat, where permafrost ballerinas
chime on twilight blue branches, and wolfdogs
on wood chips respond with a dialogue
of muzzle-chilled whimpers. Since slow winter
snapped our thermometers and spilled silver
into cracked vacuum flasks, we were raptured.
Unfiltered sun reanimates sculptures
of nimbus-ringed saints and cruciform Christ
but with no-one outside to tend the ice,
the statues lost their lustre. Once, tourists
from across Europe rushed to our forests
and thermal springs but our shop, post office,
barroom and school are now shut tight, cautious
of braving the chill-breath of Boreas
pricking lips and drying up corneas.
Since cold drew in and temperatures plunged,
I have not spotted my neighbours in months.

by Ross Thompson
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Anatidae
Christmas,
and all day long it was raining stair-rods.
After supper,
it had eased to an insistent mizzle,
a gentle soaking
of angel breath and fairy light tears.
Hopped up
on marzipan, chestnuts and cabin fever,
I dragged
the reluctant dog to the park
through a fleece
of translucent mist enfolding
nightshade play park
and bedlam birdcages in fenny quiet.
On the pond,
two courting swans moved through the brume
like pencil lines
across tracing paper or shadows on shoji.

by Ross Thompson
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Photography

Zoe McGrath

Fungi Floor
Down the winding gravel path, I breathe in the winter mist. Eyes caught upon the tightly
packed fungi floor.

Biography
Zoe McGrath is an artist and poet from Bangor and works in education. She has exhibited
her artwork widely at exhibitions and has had her photography and poetry published online.
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Poetry

Louise G. Cole

Louise G. Cole won the Hennessy Award for Emerging Poetry in March 2018, and has been
selected by the UK Poet Laurate Carol Ann Duffy for publication of a pamphlet in the
Laureate’s Choice series in February 2019. A member of the committee of Strokestown
International Poetry Festival, Louise performs monthly at the Word Corner Café in Carrick
on Shannon, and blogs at https://louisegcolewriter.wordpress.com where she explains why
the ’G’ in her moniker helps avoid unnecessary confusion with an underwear model.
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The
Taste of
Christmas
Passed
It’s
the day
after Christmas.
We’ve had the neighbours’
Wren Boys on their tinny whistles
looking smug and knowing as the fivers
mount up. We’ve eaten yesterday’s leftovers
for breakfast claiming
gourmet enjoyment
from cold parsnips and soggy sage
and onion. Unsurprised, we’ve seen the rain come
in grey sheets from the Atlantic. We’ve watched The
Snowman and It’s a Wonderful Life
in front of the turf fire. We’ve
emptied a tin of Roses, just the four of us,
and now we’re all refusing a round of Celebrations.
Languishing florid, flatulent, festive, staring at snow scenes,
tinsel, spiced oranges, fat Santas, carol singers in Victorian garb,
we’re
struggling
to recall the
point of it all.

by Louise G. Cole
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Poetry

Seán Kennedy

Seán Kennedy is a twenty-three-year-old writer whose poetry has appeared in online
journals Dodging the Rain and The Honest Ulsterman, as well as in the online edition
of Porridge magazine. He began writing poetry after finishing an MA in English at Maynooth
University last year; his decision haunts him. He lives in Co. Kildare.
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They'll be in there for Christmas
Shit is spun off the back of a tractor,
twirling through a graceless snowfall a postcard image from life here
I stand aside with the dog;
as the tractor passes I raise my hand,
gesturing to its grimacing driver,
hoping to convey at least familiarity
We've stopped just across the road
from some new or future neighbours
whose house stands unfinished
and will remain so in this weather
Ice at the road's end is as cracked
as the air around me, as my lips;
I won't take the dog there,
but might venture a climb or slip
later on, by my lonesome
The tractor isn't going that far itself,
realising the futility of the operation
It is still snowing without a melt in sight,
according to Evelyn on the forecasts
I look at brick, glass, cement, slate, gravel;
I turn to Scobie and wonder
when exactly a home announces itself,
makes itself known to someone
We might know before year's end

by Seán Kennedy
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Flash fiction

Sue Divin

Sue is a Northern Irish Derry based writer, but, hailing originally from Armagh, can’t quite
classify herself a ‘Derry girl.’ Peace worker, knackered mammy, musician and juggler of life,
she remains clueless as to how she finds time to write. Emerging in fiction, in 2018 she was
selected for the Irish Writers Centre ‘X-Borders: Accord’ project, published short stories
online in ‘The Honest Ulsterman’ and ‘Funny Pearls,’ and read her flash fiction at ‘Armagh in
the Orchard.’ Her writing often touches on diversity and reconciliation issues in today’s
Northern Ireland. She tweets @absolutelywrite
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Maryam

‘Peace on earth, my arse.’
The words from the light of the world rang in my ears as I shivered on next door’s step. I
clasped the thin packet, staring at the peep hole with my best ‘Only-wee-Lizzy-McCrea-fromnext-door-wouldn’t-hurt-a-fly’ look.
My breath ghosted the air. Hadn’t Jesus him-very-self fled a tyrant and gone foreign?
‘Why’ve ye to go insulting her? Them’uns don’t do Christmas.’
Well I did. Himself, fount of all wisdom after two breakfast sherry and one episode of Blue
Planet, could gurn all he wanted from the armchair.
The street was silent, windows decorated with frosted cobwebs. Maybe it was too early. I
shuffled my slippers. God forbid him be right. There’d be no end of the hearing it then.
Across the way, curtains twitched. I tugged my coat tighter.
Behind the door a cry, a rustle. My fingers toyed with the ribbon and cellophane wrap. A
squeak. The door inched open revealing a sliver of bare hallway. She blinked, the hijab
framing her dark eyes. On her hip, the baby sucked his fist, gurgling.
‘I’m Elizabeth,’ I said, offering the pack of dates, ‘Happy Christmas.’
She hesitated, then smiled.
‘Maryam,’ she said.

by Sue Divin
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Painting

Marilyn Timms

Annis
Painted with acrylics and hot wax. It represents the Celtic goddess of winter: the crone,
keeper of wisdom and the old ways, she encourages us to be wild and to recognise our inner
strength and courage.

Biography
Marilyn is a is a Gloucestershire artist and writer with work published and exhibited widely.
Marilyn Timms is a Gloucestershire artist. Her painting, Annis, represents the Celtic goddess
of winter: the crone, keeper of wisdom and the old ways, she encourages us to be wild and
to recognise our inner strength and courage.
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Haiga

Marion Clarke

Snow Light
Snow Light' has been produced with chalk pastels. Haiga involves combining words and art
in order to add a further layer of meaning, rather than one simply describing the other.

Biography
Marion Clarke is an artist and writer from Warrenpoint, County Down. She paints seascapes
and landscapes in oils inspired by the scenery near her home close to Carlingford Lough
and the Mourne Mountains, and also enjoys experimenting in a range of other mediums for
her illustrative work. Marion's published writing includes short stories and flash fiction and
she is a keen exponent of short form poetry, including haibun, haiku and haiga. Her blog is
at seaviewwarrenpoint.wordpress.com
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Poetry

Courtney Lavender

Courtney Lavender is a native Los Angeleno with deep roots in Ireland. She plays with her
band Xs & ARROWs and works in the music industry. Her poems have been published in the
Honest Ulsterman, Picaroon, The Fat Damsel, Live Encounters Magazine, and she is working
toward her first collection.
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first dark hours
in the first dark hours of 2017
on the bitter bluster of the Liffey
floated a fleet of spirited voices
carrying a chorus
'cross O'Connell street
from the ill-fitting glow
of a baffled Burger King
hallelujah
hallelujah
and i
for once
in the chill
longingless

by Courtney Lavender
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Poetry

Abegail Morley

Abegail Morley was named as one of the five British poets to watch in 2017 (Huffington
Post). Her most recent collection is The Skin Diary (Nine Arches Press) and her most recent
pamphlet is In the Curator’s Hands (Indigo Dreams Publishing). She is co-editor of Against
the Grain Press and editor of The Poetry Shed.
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White-out
In winter’s abundance, we think there’s a type
of snow Inuit’s don’t yet have names for,
say words like frost, rime, verglas, they patter
from our tongues, chime a sound too heavy for lips,
a buckled set of vocal chords hums so long even
the skyline can’t hold it. I’m sunk knee-deep,
a memory of swollen ditches, ice-snarled back doors,
a night sleeted by hard rainfall tips like post through
my letter-box. I’m ankle deep in white envelopes,
condolences sliding on the mat and the house
rocks in its ribs, tightly-fastened in a knot of loss.
by Abegail Morley
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Poetry

Stephanie Conn

Stephanie Conn’s collection’s ‘The Woman on the Other Side’ and ‘Island’ are published by
Doire Press. Her pamphlet ‘Copeland’s Daughter’ won the Poetry Business Pamphlet
Competition and is published by Smith/Doorstep. Stephanie is currently a PhD researcher at
the University of Ulster. Find out more at stephanieconn.org/. Follow @StephanieConn2
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Travelling North
Huge glaciers, twelve thousand years ago,
advanced then retreated to form this land;
these mixed wood plains of South Ontario.
Our kids roll their eyes in the back, raise hands
to shove in earphones and drown out the sound
of your researched facts. We drive through Uxbridge,
startle a white-tailed deer on Chalk Lake Road,
and I feel strangely at one with Oak Ridge
Moraine, having too been hollowed out, scraped,
prodded, in the name of moving forward;
a glacial shift in the dark, cause unknown.
No-one mentioned ice. This frozen landscape
of rolling hills and valleys suits my mood.
I’m glad to be four thousand miles from home.

by Stephanie Conn
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Snowtubing on New Year’s Day
They walk together, through fresh snow, to reach the lift –
then sit, spread-eagled, in red inflatable rings, to be clipped and dragged,
at regular intervals, up the steep incline to the top of the hill.
The youngest, my cousin’s child, is seven and safe here,
for these are slopes for all ages and abilities; a fun activity for all the family.
My father is seventy and grinning at the camera in a beanie hat.
They take off, laughing and twisting, sliding down the lanes
of ploughed snow, cheeks flushed. There is a babble of eager chatter
and my children whoop and holler at a blue and cloudless sky.
They will remember this day for years to come; their tummies
flipping on the way down, the bounce of bobble hats, their arms linked.
They gather at the bottom, ready themselves for another go.
I’ve stayed behind, again, beneath a patchwork quilt that hurts
my skin. I watch TV on mute, sip from a cup of tepid water within reach,
try to muster enough energy to climb four carpeted stairs –

by Stephanie Conn
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Photography

Gaynor Kane

Cool clothes pegs on a snowy line

Photograph taken in winter of snow gathered on the clothes pegs still pinned to the washing
line.

Biography
Gaynor Kane lives in Belfast, Northern Ireland where she is a part-time creative, involved in
the local arts scene. She writes poetry and is an amateur photographer, and in both is
looking to capture moments that might be missed otherwise.
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Poetry

Lisa Stice

Lisa Stice is a poet/mother/military spouse. She is the author of two full-length
collections, Permanent Change of Station (Middle West Press, 2018) and Uniform (Aldrich
Press, 2016), and a chapbook,Desert (Prolific Press). While it is difficult to say where home
is, she currently lives in North Carolina with her husband, daughter and dog. You can learn
more about her and her publications atlisastice.wordpress.com and
at facebook.com/LisaSticePoet.
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Gazing into Space on the Winter Solstice
We look through the telescope
name what we know and see:
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Swan Nebula, Albireo, Moon
craters, double stars, and Sirius
(our favorite) because my daughter
loves dogs and hers is beside her
on this icy early evening when
she realizes we are in that darkness,
too.

by Lisa Stice
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The Art of Being Snowed In
after Sun Tzu’s The Art of War

1. In all practically, there will become a point when the snow loses its novelty. For the
child, it is 10 minutes. For the dog, it is one day and one sleep. For the mother, it
ends when the child loses interest.
2. The child breaks an icicle off the fence and wonders where it goes. Disappointment
in the inability to bring her treasure indoors.
3. The dog plays like years have fallen from him. He tracks his own tracks.
4. Those rules are for the first day.
5. Pull the shutters closed to keep the cold out, but sun also remains outside. Such are
the gains and losses of cabin fever.
6. Assemble a puzzle, then another, then another. Begin again.
7. The dog will sleep more than his usual.
8. Each day walk a different path through the yard, for the one you walked before will
be icy and treacherous. Check the mail in hopes it will arrive this day.
9. Great sympathy for the dog who treads lightly on a refrozen surface. Still, one hind
leg falls through now and then.
10. Stretch your resources. Paint more slowly. Ration food supplies. Dance, play
accordion, and make up songs in between other diversions.

by Lisa Stice
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Photography

Lynda Tavakoli

Robin through glass
A robin that has been returning to the same branch outside my window for the past
three years. He sings his little heart out, unperturbed by what is going on around
him, both inside and out.

Biography
Lynda Tavakoli facilitates an adult creative writing class in Lisburn where she lives
for most of the year. Her poetry and prose have been broadcast on both BBC and
RTE and her work has been widely published in anthologies, journals and National
newspapers. Lynda's poems have been translated into Farsi and along with her
photographic work have seen publication in Iran, Bahrain and most recently, Oman.
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Flash Fiction

Brian Wilson

Brian Wilson is a writer from Newtownards, Northern Ireland. In October he won the
STORGY Magazine Shallow Creek short story competition. Brian likes to tweet from
@bwilson4815
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Good Winter
You pack what you've bought in a cereal box beneath a flurry of Santa-shaped confetti. My
gifts are wrapped crappily, bulging from a Poundland bag, and the first thing I do is clarify:
they're not from Poundland.
“Yours are,” you say, passing me the cereal box and grinning. I'm about to explain
that it's okay if you don't like everything – that there are receipts, and sure, some are just
jokes – when you grab the bag and whisper: let's go.
We take it turn about. Our fingers tear through gaudy wrapping as the mound of
discarded paper steadily grows. Then, after everything is opened, you retrieve something
flat from behind your back. “Here. Saved the best 'til last.”
I am careful with this one, savouring the removal of each strip of Sellotape.
Eventually the paper peels away to reveal a vinyl LP: the anniversary edition I've been trying
to track down for three months straight.
“How?” I ask, eyes wide, practically speechless.“Where?”
“Poundland,” you say. “Next to the knock off M&M's.”
I place the record on the turntable and we spin together, needle and wax, singing
bon hiver: good winter.

by Brian Wilson
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Poetry

Siham Karami

Siham Karami’s first full-length poetry collection is To Love the River (Kelsay Books, 2018).
Her work (poetry, essays and reviews) has been widely published in various journals
including The Comstock Review, Able Muse, The Rumpus, Pleiades, Antiphon, Off the Coast,
Peacock Journal, and Anti-Heroin Chic, among others. Currently a resident of Florida in the
US, she has also lived in Egypt, Paris, and Vienna. Nominated multiple times for both the
Pushcart Prize and the Best of the Net, she blogs at sihamkarami.wordpress.com.
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Boots
Wearing his leather-soled shoes handmade
in Egypt, our little stoic trudges
with us through Berlin's winter. Snowmelt
seeps into his socks, the hole
an icy breach. Faces pass
expressionless as snow piles up.
His face, too, shows no pain,
braced against the wind
beside the shops of Ku-damm
until glassed-in warmth
invites us inside.
Feet and hands slowly thaw
as we rise up on the escalator,
surveyors of a giant indoor world
where weather is a matter of holiday décor,
our hearts joining the sounds of choir
through fir-bough incense.
Here, each person passes cheerfully –the beauty of tableaux sans exchange.
On the upper floor
we adopt the stride of having-places-to-go,
here's-where-we-belong.
We must not show a moment's hesitation,
wearing the casual ennui of the haves
in this or that department. Children's boots.
Silently, our small one bends,
removes his shoes and places them
beside a wall. Inconspicuous.
He slips his feet into the boots,
toes wriggling against the sheep's fur.
Quickly! Down the moving stairs,
Through the thick glass doors of heaven,
we push out with clouds of breath
hovering over slush and snow. We meet
our young son's eyes. A silent pact
bonds us now. We march
impassively, as if we'd always been
a part of this hard winter,
among these white-flocked trees,
dressed for finding home.
By Siham Karami
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Poetry

Gill McEvoy

Gill McEvoy was winner of the 2015 Michael Marks Award for "The First Telling"
(Happenstance Press 2014). She is a Hawthornden Fellow and has two full collections from
Cinnamon Press.
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Christmas Party for Day-patients in the Hospice
We have had wine and now
we are all blowing bubbles.
Laughing, shrieking,
we are children once again.
One man carefully breathes
a very large bubble into being.
He concentrates his breath,
coaxing the forming globe
as tenderly as if he held
his own life in his hands.

by Gill McEvoy
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Snow Angel
(Based on the painting “Wounded Angel” by Hugo Simberg)

We were cutting firewood in the forest
and found her there, on her back in the snow.
She was dressed in a thin white gown,
and her feet were bare –
in this bitter Finnish winter!
We used two birch poles to carry her home
but first we bandaged her eyes; the dazzle
in them hurt my own. Told my brother
it was to hold her memory in so she
wouldn’t forget where she came from.
When we reached our village
everyone crowded around us,
offering blankets, food, warm drinks;
the girl was shivering,
half dead with cold.
“Hurry, quickly!” I hissed at my brother.
“we must get her home to Mutti –
she will know what to do
with angels who fall.”

by Gill McEvoy
Mutti = mum
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Photography

Brian McCourt

Armagh Landscape under snow
After a heavy snowfall I decided to drive down some remote country roads outside Armagh
city. I was rewarded with a mystical scene of frozen trees and a dramatic pink glow on the
horizon.
Biography
Originally from Holywood, Brian has been living in Bangor for over thirty years.
A graphic designer by trade, he is a keen amateur photographer and can rarely leave the
house without carrying a camera of some description. The diverse landscapes of Ireland are
a major inspiration but he also has a love of live music and of course taking photographs of
the performers on stage. These are obviously very different disciplines... the former usually
involves being very much alone, in a remote part of the countryside, waiting for hours for
the perfect light, while the latter means trying to capture the excitement of a stage
performance, while being jostled by crowds of people and trying to cope with lighting that
often changes by the second.
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Flash Fiction

Chris Wright

Chris Wright is a writer from Bangor, Northern Ireland. He has had his work featured in
several publications, both in print and online, including the Belfast Telegraph, Panic Dots
and unsigned.ie. His flash fiction piece ‘Life in Numbers’ was recently long listed by Irish
Literary Journal, The Penny Dreadful. Chris is a Politics graduate of Queen’s University and is
currently working on his second novel. You can follow him on Twitter: @ChrisWrites
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Winter Solstice

Jack saw nothing.
He didn’t see the speckled sun chase the leaves, nor the frosted spider’s web that entombed
the barren bush, reaching from sucker to stem.
He didn’t see the people pass, all wrapped up in padded clothes, nor the air mist around
their mouths.
He didn’t see them search the brush and bush nearby, nor the brown footed dog that
sniffed the air for trace of him.
He didn’t see the man who stole him from beneath his mother’s eye.
He didn’t see the grip around his throat, his burning lungs, his darkened eyes, nor mummy’s
whereabouts.
He didn’t see the hardened ground he was cast upon, nor the skeleton canopy that
stretched across the sky.
He didn’t see the worms that wriggled underneath, nor the maggots that crawled within.
He didn’t see the contorted face of the girl who found him cold.

by Chris Wright
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Poetry

Angela Graham

Angela Graham is a writer and documentary-maker, currently working on a novel set in
Northern Ireland, with the support of a SIAP award from the Arts Council. Her poetry has
appeared in The Bangor Literary Journal, Poetry Wales, The Open Ear and The North.
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Shoot
Winter came early for that girl
When the unreturning brother –
The endlessly prevented youth –
Was thrown first in a ditch
And then a grave.
She was the Winter’s girl,
Wearing its icy dress,
So when she saw one parent
Smash the other’s face into a wall
She wasn’t fazed. She understood how well
The rounded skull fits to the palm;
How deep the need to make pain visible since he
Was hooded when they tortured him.
But she − to Mammy and Daddy both −
She had become
As faint as frost on glass.
Then even the mirrors emptied.
A neighbour, meaning to be kind,
Had asked her to help him set December bulbs,
Late possibilities. She’d cupped a Winter White,
A cranium, papery-skinned and primed,
But when his back was turned
She’d plunged the bulb in upside down,
Cursing it to torment itself
In growing towards the dark.
Since she was a murderer too
She sentenced herself to drink till she was sick
On school-nights out beyond the playing fields.
Thirteen,
And only the cold would do.
But a long dormancy
Can keep something alive.
Forty years on, even the Winter tired
Of cold. It dis-adopted her,
Heading for Spring
When she shouldered her dying mother
And felt how well that heavy head
Fitted the hollow below her collar-bone,
In that embrace sensing
A possibility, though late.

by Angela Graham
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Poetry

Nick Allen

Nick has recently twice been runner-up in poetry competitions based in Ireland and has
been highly commended and a category winner in the OWF Press ‘wildlife’ competition. His
first pamphlet, the necessary line, was published by Half Moon Books in October 2017. He
talks to poets in darkened rooms at the back of pubs and sometimes feels enlightened.
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bitter
February in Yorkshire and the small
dry flakes of snow flit and bother
like teenagers doorway sleepers hunker
under a sky that is flat and grey and heavy
twisting and untrustworthy the wind
throws birds like litter in an alley
only trees resist in a line along the ridge
pinched as fever as undernourished
as the smoke that whips away to the west
two starlings huddle one silhouette
on a slate roof thin beaks needle the needling
wind rapid black eyes scan for scraps
it is not just the rough sleepers that know
we live under darkening skies

by Nick Allen
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Flash Fiction

Salvatore Difalco

Salvatore Difalco's work has appeared in many print and online journals. He currently lives
in Toronto Canada.
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Clausophobic

She said the mere photograph or cartoon representation of old St. Nick in his red
suit gave her the shivers.
I found it odd. “Anything to do with christougenniatikophobia?” I asked.
“That is to say, a general horror of Christmas?”
“Look dum-dum,” she said, “Santa’s the official mascot of Christmas. I
loathe mascots of all sorts. They’re patriarchal. So maybe my aversion is to
mascots.”
“Point taken. So you don’t mind, let’s say, Christmas trees?”
“Hate them. Can’t stand fakes and real ones fill your house with needles
that keep turning up till the next Christmas.”
The date was tanking. I regretted bringing her to my favourite coffee shop.
They had done a nice job with the decorations; soothing Christmas Muzak was
playing.
“Anyway,” she said, “I’m feeling nothing here.”
“Point taken.”
I excused myself and stepped outside. A Salvation Army Santa was ringing a
bell.
“Look, pal,” I said. “I’ll give you a hundred bucks to hit that coffee shop and
wish my girl a Merry Christmas. She’s feeling kinda blue.”
“A hundred bucks?”
“Yeah. She’s the skinny blonde with the long face. Just walk right up to her
and yell Merry Christmas as loud as you can.”

by Salvatore Difalco
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Poetry

Barbara A. Meier

Barbara A. Meier teaches kindergarten in Gold Beach, OR, where she continually frets over
how to get five-year-olds to start a sentence with an uppercase letter, end with a period,
and make sense. In her spare time, she looks for agates, petrified wood, and fossils on the
beautiful Southern Oregon beaches. She has been published in The Poeming Pigeon, Cacti
Fur, and Highland Park Poetry.
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Advent
Dead bodies hang from my Christmas tree.
Wiry phalanges with fingerprints in clay,
a copper sheet mangled in storage,
nail-punched OJ lids, chestnuts dipped in glitter,
and the babe in Bethlehem, an acorn
wrapped in rabbit fur, glued to a pine cone body.
They are memories tinseled and strangled,
buried among the silver tipped foliage.
Silent Night hummed in soft weeping,
where tears freeze into icicles, dripping from the tree.
I light the Advent candles with a mother's wrath,
watch the hurt burn down the wick and melt the wax.
Preparing my heart.
This year my children lurk
in plastic storage boxes,
encased in ziplock freezer bags.
As if in hiding I can only die a bit
each day, sucking tears from a trough
at the base of my Christmas tree.

by Barbara A. Meier
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Poetry

Frank McHugh

Frank McHugh is from the west coast of Scotland. He teaches and writes poetry in Scots and
English as well as playscripts, songs and short fiction. His poetry has been published in New
Writing Scotland, The Glasgow Review of Books, Acumen Poetry, SurVision, The Cabinet of
Heed, Bonnie's Crew and The Runt.
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the dawn shuttle

a blackbird, full of sleek vanity and startled hurry
tries again to coax the sun's wan face
out from behind its lacquered counterpane
on what might yet be an early winter's morning.
if he can't, what chance have the rest of us?
heads down, heavy with mortal plodding
and waiting for the planet to turn a miracle.
he though waits for no one, for nothing
he is the dawn shuttle, impatiently weaving morning
from last night's dark threads.

by Frank McHugh
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Drone Photography

Allan Wilson

A White Winter in Bangor
DJI Spark, December 2017
A rare snowfall during the festive months at Bangor Town Hall, Castle Park. Taken during
morning hours when the town remained still and silent.
Biography
Allan Wilson is an award winning travel blogger and published author in Asia. He enjoys
Christmases in Bangor and now blogs on local tourism and travels in Northern Ireland and
beyond at https://www.bangorni.com/
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Photography

Anne McMaster

Summer still-life on a
winter day
It’s still possible to
find the memory and
colour of past
seasons in winter’s
emptying hedges.

Frosted Sycamore
Quiet still beauty on
a December
morning.

Biography
Anne McMaster is a writer and photographer who lives in rural mid-Ulster.
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Shelley Tracey reviews BLOOD HORSES –
A collaboration by poet Moyra Donaldson
and artist Paddy Lennon, published by Caesura Press

Blood Horses, a collaboration between poet Moyra Donaldson and artist Paddy Lennon, is a
substantial collection, in every sense of the word. It is a large glossy book, available in both
hardcover and paperback. The size of the book reflects the scale of the subject, the
thoroughbred horses which have always commanded attention and veneration. This book is
a tribute to the mythical and physical power and courage of horses, expressed through art
and poetry.
While most of the horse portraits fill the left-hand pages completely, there are wide margins
around the poems on the facing right-hand pages. Moyra Donaldson’s lean, sinewy,
elegant poems take their place proudly at the centre of the page, not a hair out of place or
an extraneous cell. The first poem is in the brief haiku form, occupying only the centre of
the page, with a good deal of white space around it. The picture on the facing page is a
close-up section of a horse’s face, with the animal’s huge dark eye also in the centre of the
page. Together, the picture and the poem draw the reader into the intimate world of
horses.
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Blood Horses takes ekphrasis to another level; it is not simply a response by poet to artwork,
or vice versa. Most of the titles of the artworks differ from those of the poems. At the
same time, the poems and artworks reflect each other in their reverence towards horses,
and the complementary ways in which they capture the majesty and physicality of these
creatures. Paddy Lennon’s portraits are presented in chiaroscuro; emerging from and
hidden by shadows. These horses have both an elusive mythical quality, and a strong
physical presence. The shading hints at their simultaneous stillness and their simmering
energy.
Moyra Donaldson’s poems also convey the complex nature of horses, whom she describes
as “verb made flesh” in the poem ‘Begin’, celebrating their vitality. The Biblical epigraph to
this poem evokes the presence of the horse ready for battle, larger than life. The last line of
the poem introduces one of the main themes of the collection: the connection between
horses and human beings: “like us too proud, too close to God.” The reverent tone of this
poem is echoed in most of the other works in this book, both literary and visual art.
The depth of the poet’s connection with horses is evident in the lyrical, tender ‘Interlude’,
which claims to be “just a love poem,” but also hints at the many dimensions which horses
occupy, from the physical to the spiritual. Horses are mystical creatures in a world where
“truth is a slippery beast, caught / only by moonlight with a hazel wand”. The horses in the
poems in this collection are from the world of myth and ritual, history, and from the poet’s
own experience of riding and owning horses.
The epigraph to the poem ‘Queen’ refers to a ritual in which a white mare is killed and
boiled for the installation of a king. The poet challenges the need to slaughter the horse:
“I need/ no sacrifice to bring me the essence of her divinity.”
Alongside poems recognising the divinity of horses, the poet also acknowledges their
physicality. The poem ‘Not Metaphors’ is a reminder of the everyday reality of caring for
horses, as well as the privilege of sharing their worlds. The speaker in the poem is
“astonished by the centuries in their eyes, / the grace and beauty of their being, /I also know
how much they piss and shit./ I’ve wheeled thousands of barrow-loads/ of dung to the muck
heap.”
The poem ‘Mare’ combines the theme of female
independence with references to mares from
legend, the bible, and the history of horse
breeding. Like many of Moyra Donaldson’s
poems, ‘Mare’ is short, with deceptively simple
language, but is both resonant and haunting.
The poet’s virtuosity is also evident in her
experimentation with other poetic forms. ‘Glory
and Tragedy at Cheltenham’ is a found poem,
which draws together the responses of five
different people to the death of the
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thoroughbred, Many Clouds, during a race. The combination of the different voices creates
an effective tribute to the horse, synthesising fact and emotion and evoking the horse’s
impact on the people whose lives he touched.
Moyra Donaldson’s skill in weaving historical information into her literary works is evident in
her previous work, especially in her collection Miracle Fruit (2010). In Blood Horses, the poet
transmutes biography and equine and human history into living knowledge in the poems
‘Stubbs at Horstow’ and ‘Colonel William Hall-Walker’, and in the three long poems on the
histories of the three original Arab stallions imported into England from the Middle East.
The Byerley Turk, the Darley Arabian and the
Godolphin Barb were the forebears of all modern
thoroughbreds. The poems about these stallions
describe their glorious histories in evocative language.
The Byerley Turk begins with the following stanza:
“Foaled in an electrical storm,/ the Turk slid from his
mother/into a world that cracked light/ across his
retinas; his first breath/ was air that crashed with
sound, / so he was forever after unafraid/ of thunder,
gunshot, musket flash/ and cannon; all the alarms of
war.”
The repetition of the “l” sound and the enjambment
convey a sense of fluency and movement. At the same
time, the assonance in the words conveying loud
sounds such as “cracked,” “crashed” and “flash”
communicate the horse’s power and energy.
Paddy and Moyra at a recent launch.
The main poetic narrative of the three “thoroughbred” poems is interspersed with brief
inset stanzas in italics. These stanzas bring an alternative voice or layer of consciousness into
the poem, including the perspective of the horse, its groom or the poet herself:
“Horse of my heart, / loved by me, Agba, / the slave, the Moor/ who has no right/ to love
anything.” (‘The Godolphin Barb’)
“remain alert/ the way of the horse/ is clean and pure/ and not to be entered/ without great
care” (‘The Byerley Turk’)
The reverent tone of these interjections enhances the greatness of the horses described in
the poems. The larger-than-life status of the horses is also emphasised in the artworks,
which present the horses close-up. The portrait which accompanies the poem ‘The Darley
Arabian’ is not confined to the left-hand page; the gaping mouth of the horse juts across the
central margin towards the text, emphasising the horse’s fierceness and magnitude.
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Another effective partnering of picture and poem is ‘Arab Stallion’ (page 22) with ‘The
Flayed Horse’ (page 23). in most of the paintings in Blood Horses, the horse’s eye is visible,
augmenting the animal’s presence and command of the space. However, Paddy Lennon’s
Arab stallion is seen from the side, most of its face in the shadows. There is an air of
subservience about this horse; this is emphasized by the light across the curve of its neck
and the contrasting thick dark sweep of its mane falling down towards the base of the
picture. This horse appears timid, subdued. The voice of the ‘Flayed Horse’ in the poem on
the facing page reflects this: “I am unmade”. The poem ends with the poignant words: “ …I
have / a half-remembered dream/ of a voice calling me/ of fingers tangled in my mane.”
The diminished connection between this horse and human beings contrasts sharply with the
strong bond between man and glorious creatures in the other poems.
The juxtaposition of art and poetry makes Blood Horses an evocative exhibition between the
covers of a book, with images and words augmenting each other. The images and writing
have actually been exhibited together in different galleries: in Bangor Carnegie Library as
part of the Aspects Literary festival in September, at the Downpatrick Racecourse in
October, and in the Royal Dublin Society Library in November. The decision to exhibit the
poems and paintings at a race course acknowledges the effective depiction of the horses
and their stories in the artworks and the poems.
Blood Horses is an innovative and inspiring publication, which should continue to appeal to
lovers of horses, poetry and art for generations to come.
Blood Horses can be purchased at www.caesurapress.co.uk

Moyra launching ‘Bloodhorses’ at
Downpatrick Racecourse.

Many thanks to Shelley Tracey, poet and facilitator, for this review. You can follow Shelley
here: https://twitter.com/shelleytracey/ and purchase her new collection here:
https://sites.google.com/a/lapwingpublications.com/lapwing-store/shelley-tracey
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Photography

Claire Loader

Christmas At The Friary
The image was captured at Ross Erilly Friary, in County Galway, one of my favourite places
to take photographs, and indeed one of the main places that first really fuelled my passion
for photographing historical sites. Sitting on the edges of the town of Headford, the ruins
rise out from the green surrounds like an ancient city. Founded in 1351, it is one of the
most complete Franciscan Friaries still surviving in Ireland, and, from the moment you step
inside, one of the most spellbinding.
Biography
A writer and photographer, Claire Loader was born in New Zealand and spent several years
in China before moving to County Galway, Ireland. Recently published in Pidgeonholes, The
Bangor Literary Journal and Crossways, she spends her days seeking enchantment in
ruins. You can find her work here: www.allthefallingstones.com
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CALLING ALL SHORT STORY
WRITERS!
MICHAEL McLAVERTY SHORT
STORY AWARD 2018
The Linen Hall Library in Belfast, Northern Ireland,
has announced the launch of the 2018 Michael
McLaverty Short Story Award. This prestigious award,
which has run biennially since 2006, was set up to
foster and encourage the tradition of the Irish short
story.
Entrants must have been born in, or are citizens of, or
resident in Northern Ireland/Republic of Ireland. The
prize is £2,000 for the winning story and £250 for each
of the two runners-up.
Michael McLaverty (1904 – 1992) was one of the foremost proponents of the Irish short story.
His archive was donated to the Library by the Literary Executors of Michael McLaverty in 2005.
Adjudicators for this year’s competition are multi award-winning writer Claire Keegan
(Antarctica, Walk the Blue Fields and Foster), and Patsy Horton, Managing Editor of Northern
Ireland’s Blackstaff Press.
Claire Keegan said: "It is a pleasure to be associated with the Michael McLaverty Short Story
Award, to honour the composition of new stories in remembrance and celebration of
McLaverty's own fine and even prose."
Samantha McCombe, Linen Hall Librarian, said: “It is part of the ethos of the Linen Hall Library
to protect, encourage and promote Irish writing. The Michael McLaverty Short Story Award is
one of the very significant ways we encourage new writing talent.”
The inaugural competition in 2006 was won by Patrick O’Hanlon. Subsequent winners of the
award have gone on to publish further works, including: Aiden O’Reilly (2008 winner):
Greetings, Hero; Michèle Forbes (2010): Ghost Moth; Edith & Oliver; Mandy Taggart (2012):
The Man of the House; Annemarie Neary (2014): A Parachute in the Lime Tree; Siren; The
Orphans. 2016 winner Kevin Doyle has recently published his debut novel To Keep a Bird
Singing.
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Kevin Doyle, 2016 winner, said: “Winning the Michael McLaverty Award was a defining
moment for me as a writer. The prize is currently one of the major short story awards on the
island of Ireland, held in honour of Michael McLaverty, a recognised master of the short story
form. The prize money available to the winner is substantial – a fact not to be overlooked in
this day and age – however the award’s prestige is undoubtedly its most valuable attribute.
In the aftermath of winning I received wider recognition for my work. Indirectly, winning the
award, led to my obtaining a publishing contract for my debut novel To Keep A Bird Singing
(Blackstaff Press).”

The deadline for entries is midnight Friday 11th January 2019.

ENTRY GUIDELINES:
MICHAEL McLAVERTY SHORT STORY AWARD 2018

THE PRIZE FOR THE WINNER IS £2,000: with £250 for each of the two runners-up. The
winning story will be published with the two runners-up in a limited anthology.

ADJUDICATORS:

Multi award-winning writer Claire Keegan (Antarctica,
Walk the Blue Fields and Foster) and Patsy Horton,
Managing Editor of Blackstaff Press

ENTRY FEE:

£10 Sterling

CLOSING DATE:

Midnight Friday 11th January 2019
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Entry Guidelines for The Michael McLaverty Short Story Award:
1. The award is open to those who were born in, or are citizens of, or resident in
Northern Ireland/Republic of Ireland.
2. NO entry form is required.
3. Entries must NOT have been, by the date of submission, published or broadcast in
any medium.
4. Entries must be typed, in double spacing, using only one side of A4 paper.
5. Entries must NOT exceed the maximum of 3,000 words.
6. Entries can be emailed to info@linenhall.com or posted to the Linen Hall Library at
the address below. Hard copy entries will NOT be returned.
7. No indication of the writer’s identity may appear on the story to be entered.
8. Name, address, telephone number and e-mail address should be submitted
separately, under the heading Michael McLaverty Short Story Award 2018.
9. An entry fee of £10 Sterling must accompany each individual entry. Entries without
this fee will not be considered.
10. Payment can be made via our website: https://linenhall.com/about-us/order-form/
(please forward payment confirmation email with your short story entry to
info@linenhall.com), or by sterling cheque (payable to the Linen Hall Library). Please do
NOT enclose cash.
11. No more than ONE story may be submitted by any entrant.
12. The decision of the adjudicators is final.
13. Winners and runners-up ONLY will be notified.
14. The adjudicators will not enter into any correspondence concerning the award.
15. The staff of the Linen Hall Library will not enter into any correspondence concerning
the award.
16. Should an appropriate standard not be achieved, no award will be presented.
17. The Linen Hall Library reserves the right to select for publication such entries as may
be deemed appropriate, in any year.
18. The Linen Hall Library will liaise with successful authors in preparing texts for
publication.
19. The award will be presented at the Linen Hall Library in May 2019.
For more information about the Michael McLaverty Short Story Award 2018 and/or the
Linen Hall Library, please visit the Linen Hall Library website at www.linenhall.com or email
us at info@linenhall.com or phone us on +44 (0)28 9032 1707.
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THE BANGOR LITERARY
JOURNAL
SUBMISSIONS FOR ISSUE SEVENLAUNCHING AT MIDNIGHT ON
26TH JANUARY 2019.
THIS WILL SEE THE JOURNAL
TAKE ON A NEW QUARTERLY
PUBLICATION FORMAT.
THE WINDOW FOR
SUBMISSIONS IS 10TH
DECEMBER THROUGH TO
MIDNIGHT 10TH
JANUARY 2018.
DETAILS CAN BE FOUND:
HTTPS://THEBANGORLITERAR
YJOURNAL.COM/SUBMISSIONS/
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